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ABOUT
THE
PROJECT
20 months
Duration

January 2017 to
August 2018

Budget

82,000

Target
Group

Students in Key
Stage 2

Samuel Godley’s story first
became known to the
Westminster City Council in
2015 in the course of the
bicentenary celebrations of
the Battle of Waterloo. In a
serendipitous coincidence
Peter Daniel (Education
Officer, Westminster
Archives) encountered a
group of his descendants
during a school trip to St
John’s Wood Burial Ground
where Godley is buried.
Both parties noted the
damage to the memorial
and shared ideas on how to
arrange for its restoration.
In 2016 the City of
Westminster Archives
Centre secured a grant
from the Heritage Lottery
Fund to restore Godley’s
gravestone and tell his
story. Working
collaboratively with three
museums and a local
school, the Archives Centre
devised and implemented a
creative outreach project to
engage students from four
primary schools across the
borough with their local
history.

PROJECT
PARTNERS

WHO
WAS
SAMUEL
GODLEY
Samuel Godley was born in 1778 in Whitwell, Derbyshire. The
threat of war with Napoleon loomed and inspired great

recruitment fairs in the North of England. Samuel Godley
enlisted in the 2nd Regiment of Lifeguards on 2 January 1804.

As the Peninsular Wars waged on, the British forces became so
stretched that in 1812 the Lifeguards were sent to join the Duke

of Wellington’s armies. The 2nd Regiment of Life Guards fought
under the command of the Earl of Uxbridge. At the Battle of
Waterloo they took part in the famous charge of the British Heavy
Cavalry before suffering heavy losses at the hands of the French
lancers and cuirassiers.
The 2nd Regiment of Life Guards fought under the command of
the Earl of Uxbridge at the Battle of Maida and the Battle of Ligny
before arriving at Waterloo. Here, they took part in the famous
charge of the British Heavy Cavalry before suffering heavy losses

at the hands of the French lancers and cuirassiers. ‘
Samuel Godley is remembered for showing great bravery and
daring in this charge – he was knocked from his horse and
fractured his skull, but continued to fight, slaying his enemy,
capturing his horse and going on to slay more Frenchmen.
Despite his injuries Samuel Godley served with the 2nd
Lifeguards until 1822. He died in 1832 and was buried in St.
John’s Wood Burial Ground in the historical parish of Mary-LeBone. Reports of his bravery circulated in newspapers across the
country. The Lifeguards gathered together funds for an unusually
grand memorial.

Samuel Godley’s story, though fascinating, is shrouded in mystery. As a Life
Guard and a Chelsea Pensioner, Samuel Godley traversed Regency London,
participating in important events like the Westminster riots in 1814-1815 and
the coronation of George IV, serving England in conflicts like the Battle of
Waterloo, and witnessing the growth of the city whilst working at the Baker
Street Bazaar next to the site of the original Lord’s Cricket Ground. Until now,
however, his story was mostly lost. He is depicted in a single print that does not
show his face and the tale of his bravery was only briefly mentioned in
Sergeant Major Thomas Playford’s obscure memoir.
In telling the story of a common soldier with close ties to the area of
Marylebone, St Johns Wood and the City of Westminster, youth from local
schools were able to engage with their local history. Godley’s relative
anonymity offered an opportunity to explore the history of London at the time of
the Napoleonic Wars, imagining how life across these historical parishes might
have differed for different social classes.
The restoration of the gravestone in St John’s Wood Burial Ground creation of
an information board to stand beside the grave elevated the awareness of the
local community and their engagement with heritage. The Saving Samuel
Godley project brought attention to various local museums and heritage
institutions that are outside of the typical “museum trail” for Key Stage 2
students. Godley’s story was told through archival documents, museum object
collections, historical satirical prints and contemporary political cartoons. This
created aspace in which to engage with contemporary issues surrounding
Brexit, conflict, migration and dissent, investigating how the relationship of
Britain mainland Europe has been represented and has changed.

WHY SAVE SAM?
I think we should save Samuel Godley
because he was amazing at Waterloo! Bernardo
“[I think we should save Samuel Godley]
because he is a hero to us.” - Sophia

“I think we should save Samuel Godley
because he fought really hard in the war and
was only given a standard grave.” -Theo

PLANNING AND
DEVELOPMENT
The project was envisioned in July 2016 and developed in consultation
with potential project partners, facilitators and target schools. At the time
of application, the project was to run over 18 months, from November
2016 to July 2018. An initial setback—withdrawal of ﬁnancial support
from the Waterloo Association due to unforeseen circumstances on their
end—resulted in the delay of the ofﬁcial start date from November 2016
to January 2017.
Activities with schools were scheduled to cover the academic years 2016
-2017, and 2017-2018 - i.e. two intakes of Y5 classes over two
consecutive years. The full ﬁgure of the grant awarded by HLF to ARC
accounted for the payment of 18-months of salary and employer
contributions to a newly-employed project ofﬁcer. Consequently, as the
date of completion of the project was not pushed back in line with the
delayed start, this funds allocated to this purpose was in excess.
Permission was sought and granted from Francesca Howell and Melanie
Wong, Grant Ofﬁcers, to re-allocate funds from the heading “New Staff”
to “Training for Volunteers” and “Professional Fees”, allowing for extra
sessions in the second year of the project.
In the second academic year of the project 2017-2018, the Project
Ofﬁcers secured a place on a subject-speciﬁc teacher training course
about teaching the age of revolutions and focused on creating teaching
modules for schools. Permission was sought from Melanie Wong to
move the project’s end date to October 2017 to allow for the collation of
learning resources produced for each training session into a more
cohesive module to be distributed to participating schools and made
available online, thus improving the project’s continuity and reach.

EVALUATION
MEASURES
This project is the latest local history study that was devised by staff at
the City of Westminster Archives Centre to complement the national
curriculum in primary schools across Westminster. The success of these
projects is measured against the following general outcomes:
1. Increased participants’ understanding of their local history
2. Engaged youth with heritage
3. Encouraged curiosity and an interest in history
4. Resulted in the circulation of this local story to the wider
community through the children
5. Built the confidence of primary-education students and student
interns
6. Fostered a spirit of perseverance, particularly in imaginative and
creative tasks
7. Provided an enjoyable experience for all participants
8. Presented atypical learning opportunities
9. Created a space in which children could engage with complex
contemporary issues by discussing similar historical situations
The impact of this project on participants was assessed using written
surveys, distributed to class teachers and participating students.
The project officer was in attendance of at least one of each set of
workshops in schools and all of the museum visits. Meetings with project
partners and workshop facilitators informed the evaluation of specific
training sessions at the mid-point review and final review. Discussions at
the mid-point review highly impacted the structure and content of training
sessions in the second academic year of the project .

KEY
OBJECTIVES
1. Recruit part-time Project Ofﬁcer
2. Recruit ten volunteer student interns
3. Refurbish Godley's tombstone and install interpretation board
4. Four training sessions for interns in archival research/digitisation (Westminster Archive), Napoleonic
music (Westminster Music Library), historical-political
cartoons/caricatures (Cartoon Museum)
5. Interns to develop touring exhibition about Godley's
life and political cartoons in Napoleonic era using
partner collections
6. Create downloadable resource-book
7. Train 16 young people to produce multi-genre ﬁlm including ﬁlm-making theory/practice, recording approximately 12 interviews of specialists. Make ﬁlm
available online and on Waterloo 200 Descendants
webpage

8. Participation of four Year 5 classes (120 pupils in total)
across Barrow Hill, St Saviour and Westminster Cathedral School in visits to Household Cavalry Museum, National Army Museum and Cartoon Museum
9. Create a mini-comic and trail exploring drawing, politics,
and creative writing at Cartoon Museum
10.Create a play with MOD Theatre Group to perform at
the Thomas Lord suite at Lords Cricket Ground bringing
Godley's story to life through interactive theatre
11.Ceremony revealing the tombstone (Life Guards and
Godley's family to be in attendance)
12.Update St John's Wood Memories website and train six
members of St John's Wood Society and community to
upload content
13.Key materials to be added to Westminster Archive and
Barrow Hill archive.
The attainment of these objectives was considered in relation to difference made to heritage, difference made to
participants, and difference made to the local community.
The designation “participants” is divided into the subcategories of Key Stage 2 pupils, ten university-level student interns, and one early career Project Officer.
Listed above are the agreed purposes of the project at the time of
application. With the support of the Historical Association, this
project was later turned into a Key stage 2 Scheme of Work which
can be used by teachers and taught independently at schools. Find
more information on pages

WORKSHOPS
AND MUSEUM
VISITS
2016—2018

Digital works trains
16 young filmmakers
Sav Kyriacou and Matthew Rosenberg mentored 16
students to produce a film (in collaboration with
Beautness animation) involving interviews, historical
From March 2017 to
accounts and sections of animation. The group
was drawn from Barrow Hill Junior School’s 5A
November 2017
and 5L classes, taking into account a balance of
mentored sixteen
ability and gender, and including children who
amateur filmmakers
speak English as a second language (EAL), who
are supported financially through the Pupil
from Barrow Hill
Premium Grant (PPG) and with special
School to produce the
educational needs (SEN).

project film

Their training began with a two-day intensive
workshop. The first day covered a systematic approach
to video production and editing, teaching through a detailed
step-by-step rundown how to formulate questions, use video production
equipment, manipulate setting and interact with interviewees. Theoretical
principles, like the Rule of Thirds and specific terminology, were taught
with subtlety in the course of engaging practical demonstrations. The
second day focused on conducting interviews. In groups of four —
including a director, sound technician, camera man, and interviewer —
the children interviewed important figures connected to the project like
their headmaster, the project officer, local councilors and others.
Over the course of the project, the same group of students filmed
museum visits and workshops and interviewed peers, workshop
facilitators, and representatives from partner museums.

According to Year 5 teacher Richard Ellison, who also manages the Creative Curriculum
going out of class and being treated as older student would be. They also applied their

Nita, who showed an interest in history, called it ‘a great experience’ and found it ‘intere
family and do

This activity aimed to transmit to students a:
(1) technical understanding of video production and equipment used
(2) theoretical understanding of the interviewing process
(3) general understanding of the importance of “collecting personal
histories”
(4) a interpersonal identity as a “film team
Interpersonal and communication skills assumed a central importance
when the students were asked to consider questions like (1) How does
bad posture as an interviewer make the interviewee feel; and (2) How
can I show that I’m listening? The students insightful answers
demonstrated that they had understood the practical requirements of
filming an interview as well as structuring questions to tell a specific story.
The approach assumed by Digital Works was inclusive and effective was,
promoting collaboration and teamwork. Besides being highly enjoyable,

m, Pupil feedback was amazing. They loved learning the film-making skills, but particularly
r skills well later (as group leaders) when we made our own film for Creative Curriculum.

esting to learn what happened so long ago’. Emiko ‘enjoyed interviewing Samuel Godley’s
oing the sound’

The children meet
Samuel Godley
A visit to the Westminster Archives Centre
and the Household Cavalry Museum
introduced Samuel Godley’s story to
On 25—26 April and 02—03 May
the first set of Year 5 classes.
Peter Daniel, Education Officer,
the first set of school groups visits
led the sessions at the
the Westminster Archives Centre
Westminster
Archives
and the Household Cavalry
supported by the “ghost of
Museum. In October 2017, the
Samuel Godley’, played by the
actor Gary Faulkner from the
story was presented the second
MOD Theatre Group.
intake of students at the schools.

The visit to the Household Cavalry
In
the
walk
from
the
Museum were shifted to the end
Westminster Archives Centre to
the Household Cavalry Museum
of the programme
the group was led through St James’
Park, admiring the architecture of
Horse Guards Parade, and comparing the
current layout of the park to historical prints in the
Education Pack showing the area as it was when Samuel Godley was
alive.
At the Household Cavalry Museum the group was split in two, half going
around the museum in a tour led by Peter Daniel whilst the second half
was engaged in a Q&A session with Samuel Godley’s ghost. The children
were given the opportunity to try on replica helmets kindly lent to the
project by Angels Costumes who supply garments to historical TV
dramas. When both groups had participated in the tour and the Q&A, they
were introduced to the serving officer that would later lead the afternoon
inspection. The day concluded with watching the inspection and changing
of the Guard.

The key objective of the day was to introduce students to bring Samuel
Godley’s story alive. In the morning, Peter Daniel worked through the
Education Pack systematically, breaking up the story with educational
videos sourced from the web and with historic songs from the Napoleonic
era that were taught to the children. These songs would emerge again in
the play-in-a-day drama sessions and the performance at Lord’s and St
John’s Wood Church.
For the first intake of students that went directly to the Household Cavalry
Museum after the introductory session, the tour of the museum focused on
items in the real object collection that directly related to the story, namely
the Earl of Uxbridge’s wooden leg, historical uniforms, the painting of the
Battle of Waterloo, and the snuffbox made from the horse Marengo’s hoof.
The children were taught the story of how the Earl of Uxbridge lost his leg
in an attempt to garner their attention through humour.
Responding to feedback from the first year of the project, a visit to Samuel
Godley’s gravestone followed the introductory session from students in the
second intake.

Feedback surveys show that all teachers felt that the students “Greatly
Beneffited” from the four named sections: Peter Daniel running through
Samuel Godley’s story; Meeting Samuel Godley, storytelling and uniform
discussion; Tour of the Household Cavalry Museum; Meeting a serving
soldier/officer in the regiment.
A teacher from Barrow Hill commented that the children learnt
lots of historical facts and a really deep understanding of history, war,
imperial rivalry, fashions, and traditions of the time. [He appreciated]
great visual,songs, and discussion, [and noted in general a] high level
excellent quality throughout.
Feedback surveys from the children invited them to choose their favourite
workshop and favourite museum visit. Answers varied, but those that
named the Household Cavalry Museum did so
because we saw the plaster cast of a skull and the Earl of Uxbridge’s
leg, but I would probably have enjoyed the Cartoon Museum most but
I was off sick - Luisa, Barrow Hill
and
because I saw the inspection which I had never saw before - Niki,
Barrow Hill
Feedback from Westminster Cathedral, whilst generally very positive,
offered suggestions for improvement that were taken into account when
planning museum visits later in the project. The class teacher suggested
‘the use of more archives to make it more tactile’. Limited handling
collections and the preservation of historical artefacts presented issues in
following up his suggestion, but worksheets produced after this date
included images of specific historical artefacts of paintings to invite children
to consider them closely.
St Savour’s did not attend the visit to the Household Cavalry Museum as
they had been already, giving the day a rating of 9/10, and noting about the
morning session that

In the second academic year of the project, activities with schools
were scheduled from October to January 2018 in the Autumn and
Spring Terms.
The impact of this session was assessed on the basis of the children’s
knowledge of Samuel Godley’s story at later sessions. It would appear
that this year, participants did not retain as much information as they
had in the first year and it is not entirely clear why. One conclusion
takes into account the stage of development of the children. Whereas
the first year of the Saving Samuel Godley project was taught in the
Spring term of Year 5, the second year was taught six months earlier
in the school year in the Autumn term.
In discussion with teachers and facilitators scheduling was presented
as a possible set-back. At this stage in the school year, children may
simply have been less prepared to tackle and digest the complex
issues and historical narrative presented by the project. It is equally
possible that the classroom dynamic was less settled.

Kate Morton’ was commissioned to illustrate Samuel Godley’s
creative writing and drama sessions and served as visual re
suggesting detail. They depicted the taking the King’s Shilling
swimming down the table ; guarding Mayfair and Belgravia, illu
London following the Peninsular Wars; the night before the battl
and their effect on the army as a collection of individuals; and the

s life. The drawings were used as conversation starters in the
eferences in the drawing workshops, inspiring backdrops and
g at a recruitment fair; the Regency Fête, showing the goldfish
ustrating the tension of the Corn Law Riots and social unrest in
le of Waterloo, to better illustrate the conditions of the battlefield
e Baker Street Bazaar—Godley’s workplace

WRITING CREATIVELY, DR
ACTING E

In the first year of the project the session on creative writing and caricature wa
the MOD Theatre Group followed shortly after. Responding to teacher feedba
was split into two separate activities to allow each skill to be explored in mo
screenwriting workshop. In the second year of the project, when the session a
responsibility of incorporating storytell

Year 1—Creative Writing
and Drawing Caricatures
These sessions aimed to build confidence and energy and to provide a
space in which to practice creative expression. Kate’s original drawings
were first used in “hot-seating” - David Ward invited a single student to
take centre stage to be interviewed by the others, taking time to suppose
how Godley would have felt in various situations. Role play was used to re
-imagine the interactions between different social classes or between
soldiers in a hierarchical regiment. Finally, the children were invited to
make light of Samuel Godley’s story, bringing an element of humanity to
his situation by re-enacting key scenes from his story and drawing key
figures in a satirical style. The practical output of David Ward’s morning
session was an imaginative diary entry or memoir.
Kate Morton’s activities encouraged children to make increasingly bolder
marks on paper. Translucent paper and a page of sample caricatures
were handed out and students adapted resource images to create their
own caricature. Kate led a focused step-by-step introduction to drawing
caricatures that gradually invited students to make more creative
decisions about their final work. This proved to be very effective,
countering children's’ fears of putting pen to paper. More confident artists
happily drew free-hand, whilst less confident students used the resource
images circumvent issues like anxiety over accuracy and proportion.

RAWING PURPOSEFULLY
EMOTIVELY

as led jointly by Kate Morton and David Ward. The Play-in-a-Day session with
ack, in the second year of the project the creative writing and drawing session
ore depth. Gary Faulkner (MOD) collaborated with David Ward to deliver a
at the Cartoon Museum was reduced museum trail, Kate Morton assumed the
ling in drawn comics into her session.

The children really
enjoyed this activity! They
enjoyed the hot seat and
asking questions based on
what painting they were
given.
They
loved
the
caricature
drawing
and
coming up with comedy
quotes. They love drama in
our class and really learn well
through drama and dance and
the tracing of expressions for
character was great
- teacher from St
Saviour’s school

Year 1—Play-in-day
The MOD Theatre Productions group visited
each participating school to develop a
musical play based on Samuel
The MOD Theatre Group devised a
Godley’s life with the children in the
first week of June 2017, prior to
performance that assigned specific
the commemoration at Lord’s
roles to each school group. The
Cricket Ground.
After warm-up drama and
vocal
exercises
and
confidence building games like
Zip Zap Boing, the children
were taught various songs from
the Napoleonic era in different
languages. All classes were
taught Only Remembered which
they would later perform at the
unveiling of the restored gravestone.

children had to work collaboratively
to stage the final performance at
Lord’s Cricket Ground. Because
they were not able to rehearse
extensively, the activity demanded
that they trust each other, problemsolve and improvise
- Michelle Cook, Project Officer

MOD had prepared a general structure for the
day but devised the scenes organically with the assistance of the classes.
Children were given lead roles, making use of their personal strengths
intelligently e.g. a girl of French origin was given the role of a French
officer and was told to translate and recite an inspirational speech for the
“troops”.
The children at Westminster Cathedral played the inhabitants of London
and were divided into two groups - the rioting commoners and the
aristocracy who had passed the Corn Laws. As part of the scene
development, MOD encouraged students to imagine why each side might
have justified d their actions, in so doing exploring what it means to
protest, reasons why people protest, and how they go about protesting.

This session aimed to :
(1) use drama techniques to help explore character and story
(2) practice and rehearse musical skills
(3) learn historical songs from the time of the Napoleonic Wars
(4) consider the growing tension in London society and the charged
atmosphere that results from mass gatherings, like social uprisings or
large groups of soldiers
(5) rehearse formations used in the Battle of Waterloo, like the charge of
the Life Guards, to better understand them
(6) demonstrate, practically, Wellington’s complex military strategy that is
otherwise hard to envision
(7) teach the students from each class sections of a musical play, written
especially for the project, and stage a collaborative performance at
Lord’s to celebrate Waterloo Day

The Year 5 teacher from Westminster Cathedral had completed Activities 3, 5,
and 10, and used the Education Pack as a resource in other arts-based
activities of his own design, including making their own Life guard helmets. He
felt that ‘many of the activities [in the Education Pack] had transferable skills’.

‘They really understood the emotion of Samuel Godley’s story
through drama … they love to learn this way and get lots of out
these sessions’ 10/10 enjoyment - Teacher from St Saviour’s
‘[They learnt] warm up games, voice projection, movement and
drama stills and ideas, confidence building, and understanding
history and contexts which would be hard to grasp from info
books. They learnt about protesting in many different forms. They
also saw the issues discussed from many different viewpoints …
the class loved role-play and acting.10/10 enjoyment - Teacher
from Barrow Hill Junior School

BONEY WAS A WARRIOR
Boney was a warrior, Wey, hay, yah
A warrior, a tarrier, John François
Boney went to school in France. Wey, hay, yah
He learnt to make the people dance John François
Boney fought the Roosh-i-ans. Wey, hay, yah
The Austrians and Proosh-i-ans John François
He beat the Prooshians squarely. Wey, hay, yah
He beat the British – nearly John François
Boney went to Moscow, Wey, hay, yah
Lost his army in the snow John François
Moscow was on fire then Wey, hay, yah
So Boney he came home again, John François
They sent him off to Elbow. Wey, hay, yah
And now I’m back for another show John François

Year 2—Re-writing and
re-enacting Godley
This workshop was a close repetition of those held in the first year
of the project, facilitated by Kate Morton and David Ward. As the
Play-in-a-Day workshops were not to be repeated, Gary Faulkner
from the MOD Theatre Group was enlisted to assist David Ward
in the session, taking over the drama elements and leading the
afternoon.
After a brief review of Samuel Godley’s story, drama warm-ups
started the day, effectively building concentration and teamwork
through games in pairs and trios involving clapping, vocalisation
and imitation. Word association games with a focus on Samuel
Godley, the Napoleonic Wars and Regency London tested the
knowledge of participants and showed that they had retained a
good deal of information from previous sessions and were able to
suggest complex words like “cordwainer”, “regiment” and
“cavalry”. These associations were re-visited later to create word
banks and mind maps, so the game introduced the concept of
detailed description.
Borrowing from the Play-in-a-Day workshops, the children were
taught historical songs at interval. Kate Morton’s original artwork
was used once again to structure the session.
Involving the MOD Theatre Group in the creative writIng session
led to better drama scenes that went beyond the freeze-frames of
the sessions in May 2017. Responding to feedback from the first
set of sessions, it was decided that more time would be spent on
word association games, working on vocabulary and planning the
reflective memoir. Teachers agreed to complete the task later.

My children loved the activities from the creative
writing and drama workshop. Gary was amazing with
the children. My class lacks confidence and Gary
someone how made them all relax and get into the
activity - Ashley Whitehead, Westminster Cathedral
RC School

By hot-seating and role playing key events they
were able to understand various characters better
(e.g. Prince Regent) or empathise with how
Godley was feeling, for instance, when his head
was drilled!!
- Tarek Akkari, Barrow Hill School

The programme of activities and the Key Stage 2 Scheme
emphasis the acquisition of subject-specific vocabulary r
and British history. With David Ward students used dictiona
banks that would be re-used in the workshops that follo
classroom - Michelle C

e of Work that was created as a follow-up to the project
related to the Age of Revolutions, the Napoleonic Wars
aries and thesauri to develop their writing, creating word
owed. Teachers report re-using these resources in the
Cook, Project Officer

Imaginative memoirs from th

he workshop with David Ward

Year 2—Caricatures and
comic strips
The session began with a short presentation defining cartoon, caricature,
comic, drawing and illustration, and discussing what type of work an
illustrator can do. Emphasis was placed on exaggeration, actively
differentiating between a simple drawing and a drawing with intent, the
latter being one that highlights specific features to create humour, or send
a negative or positive political or social message.
Students discussed contemporary political issues after looking at recent
cartoons and comic strips that included a French caricature of Macron,
comparing him to Napoleon, a cartoon of David Cameron on Brexit,
showing Cameron sitting on a tree branch that he is cutting off a tree
labelled EU, a European depiction of the British where the characters
wear bowler hats. Various caricatures of Theresa May and Jeremy
Corbyn allowed students to compare how different political factions chose
to ignore or accentuate specific features to make a point. The discussion
subtly trained children to identify specific features in a political cartoon
and consider their meaning.

Children loved the comical
aspects of the caricature
drawing. All students engaged in
the comic drawing and tried
really hard. Kate had a fantastic
relationship with the
Children— Ashley Whitehead,
teacher Westminster Cathedral

Students were then asked to create
a comic strip of their own. The comic
strip was the focus of the temporary
exhibition at the Cartoon Museum.
The children created a “drawing
top tips sheet”, which they added
to gradually throughout the day.
Teachers reported that many
students used their sheets for
other drawing exercises in class.
At the Cartoon Museum students
were observed using the step-bystep instructions for drawing faces
that Kate Morton had taught them.

Caricatures produced in the

workshop with Kate Morton

Empathy was at the heart of the creative
writing and caricature workshops. Students
were also invited to consider the value of
historical imagination. These workshops
were ultimately geared towards reflective
critical thinking and the development of fine
motor skills that support the visual arts.
Children were asked to infer meaning from
text and images, evaluate Samuel Godley
as a real individual with a complex personal
history, exercise historical imagination,
embellish a story from a still image based
on previous knowledge, and explore their
understanding of the terms: cartoon,
caricature, memoir, description, and detail

One teacher from Barrow Hill felt that
besides creative skills, the workshops
also informed students about ‘historical
attitudes, geographical elements, and the
history of cartoons in press and
advertising’. They used the education
pack to create a Samuel Godley
questionnaire and later to design and
make a crossword puzzle about him and
his time.
One student said: ‘Now I carry around a
sketch book and find new interesting
faces so I can do lots of caricatures.

The Cartoon Museum
The visit to the Cartoon Museum concluded the programme as the
content demanded the most out of the children in terms of understanding
complex questions like the disparity of wealth, shifts in power structures,
and the expression of voices of dissent.
The museum trail for the permanent exhibition focused on five
cartoons in the collection asking the questions: (1) what do you
know [about this cartoon]?, (2) what do you observe, (3) what
don’t you know? and (4) what is the joke? Students were
invited to interrogate what knowledge they brought to the
table and why, what they could discover in discussion with
each other and the adults leading the session, and how the
cartoon related to contemporary or historical issues.
Children learnt that meaning was dependent on the triangle
of interpretation—i.e. not only on the artist, but also on the
quality of the depiction, and the understanding of opinions of
the viewer as well.

wha
ob
what d
what
k
what

at do you
bserve?
do you know?
t don’t you
know?
is the joke?

Working with historical prints and caricatures was one of the main
objectives of the project and the rationale behind the visit to the Cartoon
Museum and the comic strip activities. The museum trail encouraged
students to consider how the arts have been used to express and promote
political or social agendas.
Students analysed specific prints and discussing Britain’s relationship with
mainland Europe. The workshops also engaged with contemporary
caricature, creating a space in which children could lead discussions
about current issues like Brexit, poverty, and war. The visit and workshop
presented the opportunity to question stereotypes, discuss shared
opinions and interrogate difference.

In feedback surveys at the end of this first year, 51% of students
listed this visit as their favourite one.
It was fun and I learnt to do stuff I never thought I could do - Rasa
Pegram 5A Barrow Hill
I liked visiting the Cartoon Museum. I admired the artwork and
facts - Giorgia Chemoul 5A Barrow Hill
[I most enjoyed the] Cartoon Museum because I learnt to draw
Napoleon … I drew Napoleon at my house and sold it for £18.00 Varun Pradhan 5A Barrow Hill
I most enjoyed the Cartoon Museum because its as a very fun
way to draw Napoleon. Drawing Napoleon was simple but a good
drawing. I learnt to draw funny cartoon caricatures especially old
and important people. I made a comic on the Battle of Waterloo at
home using the funny way of drawing caricatures - Bernardo
Canepart, 5A Barrow Hill
I used my new ability to draw caricatures. I drew one of Donald
Trump! - Leo Neckermann 5A Barrow Hill
I did a small book about Samuel and Napoleon - Kaan Yardin 5A

DRAW YOUR OW

[I most enjoyed the] Cartoon Museum because I learnt
for £18.00 - Varun

This activity exercised historical imagination. It sought to teach ch
dissent, whilst simultaneously practicing motor skills and develop
project, the workshop was led by Steve Merchant at the Cart
incorporated a similar activity into her in-school session. Looki

imagine how Napoleon might have crossed the English Channel to atta
invited to consider how he might have escape

WN MINI-COMIC

to draw Napoleon … I drew Napoleon at my house and sold it
n Pradhan 5A Barrow Hill

hildren about satire, humour, political empowerment and peaceful
ping confident and creative self-expression. In the first year of the
toon Museum. In the second year of the project Kate Morton

ng at the cartoon’s Buonaparte’s Soliloquy and asked the children to
ack England. In the second year, responding to XXXXX, children were
ed from Elba during the Congress of Vienna.

The National Army Museum
and the Royal Hospital
The National Army Museum re-opened to the public after an extended
closure in Spring 2017. At the point of application to the Our Heritage
grant, the visit to the National Army Museum and the Royal Hospital was
initially scheduled to be the last session with schools, and the only
museum visit with the second intake of Year 5s. The success of the first
year of museum visits and workshops resulted in an expansion of the
project, so this visit became the first of a series of workshops and
museum visits in the second year.
The morning session was spent at the National Army Museum where the
class was split into two groups. The first group was given a guided tour of
relevant displays, whilst the second played the Napoleonic Wars
Communication Game. The tour covered the following topics: (1)
recruitment, (2) food and rationing, (3) weapons and uniform at the Battle
of Waterloo, (4) army commanders at the Battle of Waterloo, and (5) the
Siborne Model. The Napoleonic War Game led on from a close discussion
of physical terrain and conditions made evident by the Siborne Model.
After lunch, the classes were taken to the Royal Hospital. Again the group
was split in two, the first receiving a guided tour from the Chelsea
Pensioner, John Gallagher, whilst the second participated in an interactive
Q&A and handling session with three-four Chelsea Pensioners about
military uniforms and the life of an army veteran.
The focus of the visit to the National Army Museum was twofold: firstly, to
show students real artefacts from the Battle of Waterloo as a means of
discussing military history, and secondly, to take students to a newly reopened museum that is out of the typical circuit. The visit to the Royal
Hospital aimed to re-invigorate the discussion about the function and
character of military uniforms that was introduced in the Education Pack,
to create a space in which students could learn more about the life of a
veteran soldier to better understand Samuel Godley’s impoverished life
after the Wars, and to take students to institutions that are outside of the
typical circuit for field trips.

Let’s create an animation!
Tom Hillenbrand, an animator from the British Film Institute, was
contracted to animate key scenes from Samuel Godley’s life for the
project film. These animations were created with the support of young
people from local schools and the community.
The second intake of Year 5s from Barrow Hill School was responsible for
animating the Battle of Waterloo scene in two-dimensional stop-motion.
Using carefully structured worksheets, the students created movable
soldiers—paying close attention to detail like uniform, weapons, and
facial expressions. In small teams, the students then animated a battle
scene and Samuel Godley’s historic feat of bravery.
Using backdrops and figurines made especially for the event, Tom led
Claymation workshops with Special Educational Needs Students at
College Park School over two days.
Two additional workshops were
held for the local community at the
Household Cavalry Museum and
St John’s Wood Library.

One of the key
objectives of the
sessions was to help
students to visualise
key scenes in
Samuel Godley’s life

Paul Morrow, head teacher
at College Park School
said,
‘Thank you very much for
involving us in the project it
was both very engaging and
enjoyable for the students.

THE RESTORED MEMORIAL
WAS UNVEILED AT
WATERLOO DAY 2017
On 16 June 2017 to mark Waterloo Day, the renovation of
Godley’s gravestone in St John’s Wood Burial Ground was
unveiled in a ceremony commemorating the end of the first
year of the project.
At Lord’s Cricket Ground the MOD Theatre Company led
the musical play about Godley’s life with support from the
school groups from Westminster Cathedral Roman
Catholic Primary School, St Saviours Church of England
School and Barrow Hill Junior School.
The small ceremony at St John’s Wood Burial Ground
included a cutting of the ribbon and unveiling of the
restored gravestone, speeches by the Vicar of St John’s
Wood, the Deputy Lord Mayor of Westminster, the
Education Officer and Project Officer from the Westminster
Archives. All the school children performed the song Only
Remembered. In attendance were five members of
Godley’s family,
two members of the Life Guards
Association, two Chelsea pensioners, representatives from
the National Army Museum, Royal Hospital and the
Household Cavalry Museum, the Marquis of Anglesey
(representing his son the Earl of Uxbridge), Fr Luke Miller
(Bishop of London), Councilor Robert Rigby, Deputy Lord
Mayor of Westminster Judith Warner, and the
administrators of the St John’s Wood Memories website.

I liked it when they did a scene during the battle and
the grave. I loved it when they cut the red ribbon - it
was so emotional! - Giorgia, Barrow Hill
The best thing was performing and doing the drama.
I felt honoured to do in in front of the Mayor and
other schools—NIki, Barrow Hill

The Samuel Godley information
board and the project film were
unveiled to the school groups on
19 January 2018. The event was
kindly hosted by Fr Jeremy Tayler,
Curate of St John’s Wood Church.
Two musicians performed, leading
the children in a choral rendition
of Only Remembered.
This enjoyable event signalled the
close of the project.

STATISTICS

The numbers below refer to the programme of workshops and

DATE

ACTIVITY

PARTICIPANTS CHILDREN

PARTICIPANTS ADULT

SCHOOL

20-21 March 2017

Digital Works trains
16 young filmmakers

16

25 April 2017

Visit to the
Westminster Archives

30

5 St Saviour’s Church
of England Primary
School

25 April 2017

Visit to the Household
Cavalry Museum

30

5 St Saviour's

26 April 2017

Visit to the
Westminster Archives

30

6 Westminster
Cathedral Roman
Catholic Primary
School

26 April 2017

Visit to the Household
Cavalry Museum

30

6 Westminster
Cathedral

02 May 2017

Visit to the
Westminster Archives

30

6 Barrow Hill

02 May 2017

Visit to the Household
Cavalry Museum

30

6 Barrow Hill

03 May 2017

Visit to the
Westminster Archives

30

6 Barrow Hill

03 May 2017

Visit to the Household
Cavalry Museum

30

6 Barrow Hill

16 May 2017

Workshop: Creative
writing and drawing
caricatures

30

6 Barrow Hill

17 May 2017

Workshop: Creative
writing and drawing
caricatures

30

6 Barrow Hill

11 Barrow Hill Junior
School

S 2016—2017

d museum visits organised for schools in the academic year 2016-2017

23 May 2017

Workshop: Creative
writing and drawing
caricatures

30

6 Westminster
Cathedral

24 May 2017

Workshop: Creative
writing and drawing
caricatures

30

6 St Saviour's

5 June 2017

Workshop: Play in a
day

30

6 Westminster
Cathedral

6 June 2017

Workshop: Play in a
day

30

6 Barrow Hill

7 June 2017

Workshop: Play in a
day

30

6 Barrow Hill

9 June 2017

Workshop: Play in a
day

30

6 St Saviour's

16 June 2017

Waterloo Day: Visit to
Lord’s Cricket Ground
for performance of
Samuel Godley
Musical Play

120

25 Barrow Hill,
Westminster
Cathedral, St
Saviour’s

16 June 2017

Waterloo Day: Visit to
St John’s Wood Burial
Ground for unveiling
of restored gravestone

120

50 Barrow Hill,
Westminster
Cathedral, St
Saviour’s

27 June 2017

Visit to the Cartoon
Museum

30

6 St Saviour's

28 June 2017

Visit to the Cartoon
Museum

30

5 Westminster
Cathedral

04 July 2017

Visit to the Cartoon
Museum

30

7 Barrow Hill

05 July 2017

Visit to the Cartoon
Museum

30

7 Barrow Hill

STATISTICS

The numbers below refer to the programme of workshops and m

DATE

ACTIVITY

PARTICIPANTS CHILDREN

PARTICIPANTS ADULT

SCHOOL

02 October 2017

In-school introduction
to Samuel Godley

28

5 Westminster
Cathedral Roman
Catholic Primary
School

03 October 2017

Introduction to
Samuel Godley

28

4 Barrow Hill Junior
School

03 October 2017

Visit to St John’s
Wood Burial Ground

28

4 Barrow Hill Junior
School

03 October 2017

Introduction to
Samuel Godley

28

4 Barrow Hill Junior
School

03 October 2017

Visit to St John’s
Wood Burial Ground

28

4 Barrow Hill Junior
School

11 October 2017

Visit to the National
Army Museum

29

5 Westminster
Cathedral

11 October 2017

Visit to the Royal
Hospital

29

10 Westminster
Cathedral

19 October 2017

Workshop: 2D
Animation

29

4 Barrow Hill

20 October 2017

Workshop: 2D
Animation

29

3 Barrow Hill

01 November 2017

Visit to the National
Army Museum

28

5 Barrow Hill

01 November 2017

Visit to the Royal
Hospital

28

10 Barrow Hill

03 November 2017

Visit to the National
Army Museum

27

7 Barrow Hill

03 November 2017

Visit to the Royal
Hospital

27

12 Barrow Hill

2017—2018

museum visits organised for schools in the academic year 2017-2018

20 November 2017

Workshop: Creative
writing and drama

28

Westminster
Cathedral

21 November 2017

Workshop: Creative
writing and drama

28

Barrow Hill

22 November 2017

Workshop: Creative
writing and drama

29

Barrow Hill

27 November 2017

Workshop: Drawing
caricatures and
comics

28

4 Westminster
Cathedral

28 November 2017

Workshop: Drawing
caricatures and
comics

28

4 Barrow Hill

29 November 2017

Workshop: Drawing
caricatures and
comics

26

5 Barrow Hill

12 December 2017

Visit to the Cartoon
Museum

28

3 Westminster
Cathedral

13 December 2017

Visit to the Cartoon
Museum

28

5 Barrow Hill

13 December 2017

Visit to the Cartoon
Museum

28

6 Barrow Hill

18 January 2018

Visit to the Household
Cavalry Museum

84

12 Barrow Hill,
Westminster
Cathedral

19 January 2018

Visit to St John’s
Wood Burial Ground
for unveiling of the
information board

87

12 Barrow Hill,
Westminster
Cathedral, St
Saviour’s

ADDRESSING
CHALLENGES
Loss of funding from the Waterloo Association
At the start of the project the Waterloo Association withdrew their funding due
to a mistake in their own accounts which led to the grant being spent
elsewhere. Appealing to the Council for support, the Archives Centre secured
funding from the Regent's Park Ward to cover the cost of the restoration.
Faculty petition to authorise restoration
St John’s Wood Burial Ground is managed by the Westminster City Council
Parks and Waste Department and at the point of application we were told
that a faculty petition was not needed to restore Samuel Godley’s
gravestone. After further consultation with the Vicar in January 2017 we
discovered that we were misinformed. The faculty petition was submitted in
haste, but with the support from the Archdeacon of London, the Venerable
Luke Miller, we were able to secure it in time to repair the stone for the
Waterloo Day commemoration on 16 January 2017. The cost of applying
for the faculty was covered by the Diocese of London in recognition of the
value of the project.

Leadership at the Cartoon Museum
In the first year of the project the visit to the Cartoon Museum could
have run more smoothly. Although the workshop with Kate Morton
had clearly prepared the children—evidenced by various mentions
of theory and drawing techniques she had taught them—the group
would have benefitted from a greater degree of support in tackling
the “draw a mini-comic” activity. Teacher feedback about the
structure of the draw activity was very positive, but it was suggested
that the children could have also used more time and closer
supervision. The group had been split to allow for a tour and the
activity to occur simultaneously so the project officer was leading
the museum trail and could not assist directly. Reviewing this
workshop, it was decided that although the museum visit was
successful, the activity would be more effective in a classroom
setting where teachers and teaching assistants could take a more
active role. This decision led to a change in the project’s structure
for the second intake of students.
Engagement at the National Army Museum
Understaffing issues meant that different teams led each of the three
sessions affecting the facilitator’s ability to assess the session. This
was set against a decision to run this visit as the first one the year.
The quiz element of the Napoleonic War Game showed that the
children had not committed to memory the key facts of the story, and
the groups that played the Napoleonic Game after the museum trail
were consistently more engaged, suggesting that the focus of this
museum visit was too advanced at this time and might have been
more effective if it had happened later in the project. Discussions
with teachers have highlighted the vast progression which occurs in
Year 5, indicating that the first year of the project may have run more
smoothly because the children were more prepared to handle the
material in the final term of that school year.

MEASURING
IMPACT ON
HERITAGE, YOUTH
AND OTHER
PARTICIPANTS
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Westminster City Council first became aware of the damage to Samuel
Officer at the Westminster Archives Centre, was visiting the site with a g
Godley’s descendants there paying their respects.

The grave had sunken into the earth. This project improved the cond
fixing it into the earth to ensure that it will stand tall for years to com

The installation of an information board has brought attention to this
community and all others who visit the park.

This project also increased the awareness of the local community about
under threat, losing funding and footfall. It emphasised the relevance of
and the opportunities to become involved. Students were taken to muse
National Army Museum that had been closed for refurbishment until mid
institutions and developed partnerships between them.

HERITAGE

Godley’s gravestone on Waterloo day 2015. Peter Daniel, Education
group from St Saviour’s Church of England School when he found

dition of this historical landmark by straightening the stone and
me. The greenery surrounding the memorial was also cleared.
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d-2017. These visits raised the organisational profile of each of these

STUDENT ASSES
120 students were interviewed in 2016-2017

SSMENT SURVEY
90 students were interviewed in 2017-2018

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
2016-2018
Three talks were given to the local
community in the City of
“Peter’s talk was very informative
Westminster Libraries, by
as always. It was enjoyable day out for
Peter Daniel (Education
me. I am happy to know what they are
Officer), Father Anders
restoring landmarks nearby “ - participant
Bergquist (Vicar of St
from Abbey Centre Reminiscence Group
John’s Wood Church) and
John Rochester (Heritage
Manager at the Royal
“I bring my children here everyday after
Hospital).
school. They were so happy to have a
Two animation sessions
were held for children from
the local community at St
John’s Wood Library and for
the general public and tourists
at the Household Cavalry

different activity to do and loved thinking
of themselves as filmmakers. The
workshop leader was so patient with
them! I was very impressed”
- parent at St John’s Wood
Library

LOCATION / AUDIENCE

TITLE

PARTICIPANTS

Westminster Abbey Centre - Abbey
Centre Reminiscence Group

Saving Samuel Godley

16 (adult)

Household Cavalry Museum - general
public

Let’s create an animated film!

15 (children)

St John's Wood Library - local
community

Let's create an animated film!

14 (children)

St John’s Wood Library - St John’s
Wood History Group and local
community

In good company: Private Samuel
Godley in St John’s Wood Burial
Ground

19 (adult)

INTERNSHIPS AND
WORK EXPERIENCE
Interns and volunteers were recruited through partnerships with the
Anglo-USA, EUSA, CAPA and BUNAC study exchange programmes,
word of mouth and the King’s College Student Union. The interns
worked in close collaboration with Michelle Cook (project officer)
receiving one-to-one training, close supervision and support in applying
for future employment. This proved a very effective approach and
resulted in a tight-knit and cooperative team. The progress of the
internship was assessed through regular verbal meetings, a Mid-Point
Review and a Final Review survey.
Interns gained experience in digitisation, researching heritage
collections, writing about heritage collections, web authoring,
cataloguing and conservation experience. The experience was catered
for each individual. Thea and Victoria received extensive training in
historical research through visits to other collections and assisted with
the preparation of the Key Stage 2 Education pack. Both learnt to
catalogue theatre programmes and wrote for the Archive’s Facebook
page and the project website. Thea would remain with the project until
October 2017, supporting sessions with schools, and assisting in
copyediting the content for the exhibition panels. Imogen Denton
showed keen interest in the history of social housing so was trained
exclusively on using the official record collections in the archive.
Jasmine Hahm and Rebecca Clendinen supported the Godley project
and the WW1 Reminiscence programme, working on a different Key
Stage 2 learning pack and assisting at workshops. Emily Wade and Lily
Hart led museum trails at the Samuel Godley Day at the Household
Cavalry Museum and the unveiling of the information board at St John’s
Wood Burial Ground.

SESSION TOPIC

VOLUNTEER
Lauren

DIGITISATION
HISTORICAL
RESEARCH
SKILLS: GENERAL
RESEARCHING
SUBJECT
COLLECTIONS: MUSIC
RESEARCHING
SUBJECT
COLLECTIONS: LIFE
WRITING/HISTORICAL
DIARIES

RESEARCHING
SUBJECT
COLLECTIONS:
GENEALOGY
RESEARCHING
SUBJECT
COLLECTIONS:
BUILDING/LOCAL
HISTORY
RESEARCHING
SUBJECT
COLLECTIONS: IMAGE
DATABASES
RESEARCHING
SUBJECT
COLLECTIONS:
THEATRE AND
FASHION
WRITING FOR THE WEB
CATALOGUING
THEATRE
PROGRAMMES
CONSERVATION
MUSEUM VISIT:
HOUSEHOLD CAVALRY
MUSEUM
MUSEUM VISIT:
NATIONAL ARMY
MUSEUM
MUSEUM VISIT:
CARTOON MUSEUM

Thea

Victoria

Imogen

Megan

Jasmine

Rebecca

Emily

Lily

I have learnt so much about the Battle of Waterloo and the
history of England I would never have known before. I have also
become a stronger writer. I also learned how an archive
functions, especially in terms of the database … Working on the
blog posts, has given me a lot of opportunity for creativity. I have
improved my research skills but then taken that research and
applied it to a writing post. I have also come up with some of my
own topics that have needed me to think of what interests me
and why … I want to continue to work in the education sector. I
want to teach children history, using primary sources obtained
from archives …I have had some wonderful experiences and
made some amazing contacts - Megan Perry
I have learned so much from working on this project, not only in
the historical sense, but also in the professional. I will be able to
apply all of these skills and techniques I’ve learned in my future
career. This experience has also reignited my love for teaching,
thus expanding my career possibilities. - Rebecca Clendinen
the project has encouraged me to be creative and in some
cases think differently. I was creative when making activity
worksheets and game cards for the National Army Museum and
Royal Hospital visit. While creating these, I had to think outside
my usual box because I was using digital platforms I had not
previously heard of. Also, this project changed my opinions on
children ages 9-11, the educational value of historical battles,
and teaching in general. - Rebecca Clendinen
Thea Rogerson, student intern, successfully applied for a role
with the British Museum in October 2017, quoting the project as
key experience in the sector.

Thea Rogerson (community),
Victoria Kurtz (CAPA),
Imogen Denton (community),
Megan Perry (CAPA),
Jasmine Hahm (EUSA),
Rebecca Cleninden
(BUNAC), Emily Wade
(Anglo), Lauren (Westminster
University), and Lily Hart
(CAPA)

EARLY CAREER TRAINING
AND THE HISTORICAL
ASSOCIATION FELLOWSHIP
This project created learning opportunities at all levels.
The project was led by Michelle Cook, under the
supervision of Peter Daniel, Education Officer at the
Westminster Archives Centre. Previously, Michelle
Cook had been a junior Archives and Local Studies
Assistant but was promoted to a senior role in April
2017 on the basis of skills demonstrated in the course
of applying for funding and managing the project. The
value of this opportunity as early career training was
immeasurable. In December 2017, Michelle secured a
place on the Historical Association’s prestigious
Teaching Fellowship on the Age of Revolutions (17551848). This opportunity was provided in recognition of
the project’s success in reaching local schools and
supporting the history curriculum. The course resulted
in a closer collaboration between the Westminster City
Archives and teachers in the Greater London area.
The final output of the training opportunity is an Upper
Key Stage 2 Scheme of Work that turns the project
into a seven-lesson module that can be taught in a
term by primary history teachers without intervention
from the Westminster Archives Centre or other
external facilitators.

EDUCATIONAL
RESOURCES
AND MEDIA

TEACHING RESOURCES
Teaching resources
Teaching sets of the Key Stage 2 Education pack were
distributed to Westminster Cathedral, St Saviour’s and
Barrow Hill Schools and made available as a downloadable
resource on the Saving Samuel Godley portal on the St
John’s Wood Memories website. This teaching resource
informs the Saving Samuel Godley KS2 Scheme of Work
which was written by Michelle Cook with the support of the
Historical Association Primary Education team following
extensive training. These resources have been presented
in the journal Primary History and teaching conferences.
The Life Guards uniform was commissioned from Nancy
Dench and used at the Household Cavalry Museum . It is
stored in the Westminster Archives Centre, adding to a
selection of costumes used in outreach sessions for
schools and community education groups.

The Saving Samuel Godley Key Stage 2 Scheme of Work,
Education Pack, worksheets and museum trails are
available on the St John’s Wood Memories Website.

SCHEME OF WORK FOR PRIMARY HISTORY
YEAR 5/6
ABOUT THIS UNIT
This unit explores the development of London in the Age of Revolutions. Samuel Godley, a soldier
in the 2nd Regiment of Life Guards of the Household Cavalry, is the focal point of the module.
Samuel Godley is an unsung hero of the Battle of Waterloo. He travelled to London from Derbyshire
as a young man to join the Household Cavalry. His story, though fascinating, is shrouded in mystery.
His act of bravery was recorded the memoir of one comrade-in-arms and was publicised by
newspapers nationally at the time of his death. However, he has remained relatively anonymous. A
singular portrait of Samuel Godley survives, where he is depicted valiantly fighting a cuirassier for
his horse facing away from an artist. The focus on Samuel Godley provides a way into considering
the human experience of the Revolutionary Age at each stage of the historical enquiry. His story
also draws attention to different aspects of the urban development and social context Regency and
Georgian London. Samuel Godley’s story traverses Regency London from the streets of Mayfair to
the Bazaar in Baker Street, and from the Royal Hospital in Chelsea to his final resting place in St
John’s Wood Burial Ground. His relative anonymity creates the opportunity to develop his narrative
imaginatively, exploring how he and his compatriots might have felt living in London at the time of
the Napoleonic Wars and how life across these historical parishes might have differed for various
social classes. The module is resource-rich and structured around skills-development. Each step of
the enquiry process calls for the use of archival documents and historical prints to investigate the
overarching historical narrative and exercise historical imagination.

UNIT STRUCTURE
This unit is structured around three enquiry themes:
What was London like during the Georgian and Regency periods?
How and why did the city change?
How can we use archival documents to better understand this story?
These themes are considered through a number of specific key questions and linked to historical
documents like caricatures, prints and maps, including:
What was the situation in Europe in the Age of Revolutions?
What was life in Georgian and Regency London like?
How did people view the King?
How did London react to the Napoleonic threat?
Why do we learn about the Battle of Waterloo?
How did London change as the result of the Napoleonic Wars?
What makes a hero?

TEACHING
RESOURCES
Improved
signage
and a
touring exhibition
An information board was installed in St John’s Wood
Burial Ground alongside the gravestone. This is a
permanent installation and will inform the local community
of Samuel Godley’s story for years to come.
The project produced six pull-up banners telling Samuel
Godley’s story. These were displayed at the St John’s
Wood Library in November-December 2018 to coincide
with community engagement sessions held in the same
location. In January-February 2018, when the information
board was unveiled in the Burial Ground, they were
displayed in St John’s Wood Church. After touring the
Westminster Libraries and St John’s Wood Church, the
exhibition was displayed in the Westminster Archives until
April 2018. These are stored in the Westminster Archives
Centre, adding to the selection of touring exhibitions
circulated in the Westminster libraries during local history
campaigns.

Digital presence
and publicity
This project funded the refurbishment of the St John's
Wood Memories website and integrated the project
portal into it. The grant also covered web-hosting
fees, thus preventing the domain from being
disbanded. These local history groups publish content
on the history of the borough and its inhabitants and
welcome members of the local community to
contribute their memories to the page. A blog was
kept recording the project’s activities on the St John’s
Wood Website. Additionally, key events were
advertised in the local media and in the Friends of the
Archives Centre newsletter.
The project film and a link to the project portal were
submitted to the Waterloo200 Descendants book.
The Saving Samuel Key Stage 2 Scheme of Work will
be made available via the Historical Association’s
website in Autumn 2018. The work will be presented
in Primary History and CPD conferences.

